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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This Work Plan was prepared on behalf of Empire State Dairy LLC for the property known as
the Former Mugler Shoring Inc. Site, located at located at 2840 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, New
York. An application for acceptance into the New York State Brownfield Cleanup Program
(BCP) was previously submitted to the New York State by the former property owner 2840
Atlantic Holdings LLC. On January 22, 2018, the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC) informed 2840 Atlantic Holdings that one of the three lots (Lot 8) was
eligible for the BCP. The Brownfield Cleanup Agreement (BCA) was executed by the DEC on
April 16, 2018. Supplemental testing was performed on the remaining lots (former Lots 4, 23)
which were subsequently added to the BCA. HP Brooklyn Dairy Housing Development Fund
Company, Inc. (Owner) and Empire State Dairy LLC (Owner affiliate) were added to the BCA
on January 31, 2019.
This Work Plan addresses the removal of a 10,000 gallon aboveground fuel oil storage tank and
boilers and other equipment from the cellar level of the landmarked building. It also includes the
demolition of a 1- story building and a 3-story building located south of the landmarked building.
This work will facilitate remediation of the Site through the removal of machinery and fuel oil
storage equipment in the landmarked building and allow the future excavation of contaminated
soil below the remainder of the site under a comprehensive remedial plan to be submitted under
separate cover.
1.1

SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

The street address for the Site is 2840 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, NY (Figure 1). The Site is
located in the City of New York in the Highland park neighborhood of the Borough of Brooklyn.
The Site is comprised of a single tax parcel identified as Block 3964, Lot 8. Lot 8 is a recent
merger of the three original lots which made up the Site including Lots 4, 8 and 23. The total
area of the Site is 43,050 sq. ft (0.98 acres). The Site has approximately 200 ft of street frontage
on Atlantic Avenue, 200 feet of street frontage on Barbey Street and 240 ft of frontage on
Shchenck Avenue (Figure 2). The property is developed with two 3-story commercial buildings
and a single 1-story building which were constructed in 1914. The 3-story building facing
Atlantic street was assigned landmark status by the City. This building also has a full cellar level.
The 1-story building and 3-story building located to the south have a slab on grade foundation. A
12,000 sf parking lot is located south of the buildings. The buildings and parking lot are currently
vacant.
The elevation of the Site ranges from 41 to 44 feet above the National Geodetic Vertical Datum
(NGVD). The area topography gradually slopes to the south. The depth to groundwater beneath
the Site is approximately 38 feet below grade. Based on regional groundwater elevation maps,
groundwater flows to the southeast toward Jamaica Bay.
The area surrounding the property is highly urbanized. Properties in the immediate area around
the Site are generally industrial / commercial interspersed with residential homes. Mixed-use
commercial / residential properties line Atlantic Avenue and include first floor retail /
automotive repair / service shops with residential units or office space on the upper floors.
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Residential single and multi-family homes comprise much of the cross streets north and south of
the Atlantic Avenue business corridor. Adjacent land use includes auto repair shops, residential
homes and manufacturing buildings to the west, auto repair shops, iron/steel works, houses of
worship and mixed-use properties to the south, residential homes and a gas station to the east and
mixed-use commercial / residential properties to the north.
1.2

SITE HISTORY

Prior to 1908, the property was developed with a lumber yard, retail stores and dwellings back to
1887. The main building was constructed in approximately 1908 and expanded to the current
extents by 1914/1915. The property was utilized as a dairy and food products manufacturing
facility from the time of construction until the mid to late 1970s. From the 1980s to 2016, the site
was utilized primarily as a plastics and floor tile products manufacturing facility.
1.3

GEOLOGY / HYDROGEOLOGY

The geologic setting of Long Island is well documented and consists of crystalline bedrock
overlain by layers of unconsolidated deposits. According to geologic maps of the area created by
the United States Geologic Survey (USGS), the bedrock in this area of Brooklyn is an igneous
intrusive classified as the Ravenswood grano-diorite of middle Ordovician to middle Cambrian
age. The depth to bedrock in this area of Brooklyn is greater than 100 ft below grade.
Unconsolidated sediments overlie the bedrock and consist of Pleistocene aged sand, gravel and
silty clays, deposited by glacial-fluvial activity. Non-native fill materials consisting of dredge
spoils, rubble and / or other materials have historically been used to reinforce and extend
shoreline areas and to raise and improve the drainage of low lying areas.
Soil at the site is described as historic fill materials to a depth of approximately 4 to 5 feet below
the surface followed by native brown fine to course sand. According to the USGS topographic
map for the area (Brooklyn Quadrangle), the elevation of the property ranges from 41 to 44 feet
above the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD). The area topography gradually slopes to
the south.
Groundwater at the Site is present under water table conditions at a depth of approximately 38
feet below grade. Based on regional water table elevation maps, groundwater flow is expected to
be southwest.
1.4

PREVIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATION FINDINGS

In June 2016, Environmental Building Solutions performed a limited subsurface investigation at
the Site. The investigation included a geophysical survey to locate underground storage tanks, 11
soil borings and the collection and analysis of 10 soil, 2 groundwater, 2 subslab vapor and 1
indoor air samples.
The results of the investigation identified two underground storage tanks (USTs) including a
5,000 gallon fuel oil UST within the Barbey Street loading dock (later estimated to be 20,000
gallons) and smaller, possibly 550 gallon tank, located in the parking area near Schenck Street. A
10,000 fuel oil aboveground tank is also present in the cellar beneath the landmarked building.
2
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Petroleum contamination in soil was identified around the 5,000 gallon tank. Groundwater did
not appear to be affected. Several metals were also reported above unresticted SCOs. Soil vapor
results indicated that trichloroethene (TCE) was present in one of the samples at elevated levels
though it was not detected in indoor air. The 20,000 gallon tank was later emptied and listed as
temporarily closed.
EBC performed a supplemental subsurface investigation in February 2018 to evaluate soil
quality within the parking lot area (former lots 4 and 23) and other areas of the Site including
beneath the landmarked building cellar. Attempts were also made to delineate the previously
identified petroleum contamination in the vicinity of the 20,000 gallon UST and to determine if
groundwater was impacted.
This work included the installation of seventeen soil borings and one groundwater monitoring
well. Of these, five borings were located on Lots 4 and 23. The results of this limited
investigation identified elevated levels of metals (mercury and lead) above Restricted-Use
Residential SCOs. Arsenic was also reported above Restricted-Use Commercial SCOs.
In addition to the metals, several SVOCs were also detected above Restricted-Use Residential
and Restricted-Use Commercial SCOs at several locations. One location had odors and SVOC
levels high enough to suggest a potential source of contamination. PCBs were also reported
above Restricted-Use Commercial SCOs on Lot 23 with a concentration of 2,200 ug/kg. Low but
elevated levels of benzene, napthalene and some SVOC parameters were reported in the
groundwater sample.
1.5

REDEVELOPMENT PLANS

The proposed project consists of the adaptive reuse of the landmarked Empire State Dairy
buildings along Atlantic Avenue and an adjacent new 14-story building to the south, with a cellar
and bulkheads. The old and new structures will be connected on the cellar through 4th floors.
The project has 335 affordable apartments and 29,500 sf of ground floor retail space, 2 loading
docks and a 5,500 sf community facility. The total floor area of the project is approximately
337,536 gross square feet, including the cellar. Two amenity roof terraces for tenant use are on
the second floor, with adjacent indoor amenity areas.
Plans include a full height cellar level requiring excavation to a depth of approximately 13 ft
below grade. The cellar level will be used for parking and meter / utility rooms. With
groundwater present at 38 feet below grade, dewatering will not be required during construction
of the building's foundation.
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INTERIM REMEDIAL MEASURES

The work proposed for the Site consists of the removal of boilers and other industrial equipment
along with a 10,000 gallon aboveground fuel oil tank in the cellar of the landmarked building.
Also included in this scope is the demolition and removal of a 1-story steel frame building and a
3-story masonry building located on the middle portion of the Site. These tasks will facilitate
comprehensive site remediation pursuant to a Remedial Action Work Plan (RAWP).
2.1 OBJECTIVES
The objective of the IRM work Plan is to properly remove the industrial equipment and fuel oil
tank from the landmarked building in preparation for renovation and to prepare the remainder of
the site for the excavation and removal of fill materials at the Site.
2.2 INDUSTIAL EQUIPMENT AND AST REMOVAL
The cellar level of the landmarked building contains industrial boilers believed to have been used
in the pasteurization process associated with the former dairy. There are also compressors,
pumps and other equipment which must be removed.
The removal of the industrial equipment will be performed by the demolition contractor in
accordance with all applicable OSHA requirements. Equipment and / or piping containing oils or
other liquids will be drained and containerized for classification and proper off-site disposal
using a licensed waste liquid disposal company. Asbestos present in boilers or other equipment
will be removed first by a licensed asbestos removal company following standard asbestos
removal procedures, before the boilers are dismantled and removed as scrap. An ACP21 Asbestos Project Completion Form, will be filed with the NYC Department of Buildings
documenting that the asbestos removal was completed.
Aboveground fuel oil storage tank removal methods.
The AST will be removed in accordance with the applicable procedures described under the
NYSDEC Memorandum for the Permanent Abandonment of Petroleum Storage Tanks and
Section 5.5 of DER-10 (May 2010) as follows:









Remove all product to its lowest draw-off point
Drain and flush piping into the tank
Vacuum out the tank bottom consisting of water product and sludge
Remove the fill tube and disconnect the fill, gauge, product and vent lines and pumps. Cap
and plug open ends of lines
Temporarily plug all tank openings, complete the excavation, remove the tank and place it
in a secure location
Render the tank safe and check the tank atmosphere to ensure that petroleum vapors have
been satisfactorily purged from the tank
Clean tank
After cleaning the tank must be made acceptable for disposal at a scrap yard cleaning the
tank interior with a high pressure rinse and cutting the tank in several pieces.
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During the tank and pipe line removal the following field observations should be made and
recorded:



A description and photographic documentation of the tank and pipe line condition
(pitting, holes, staining, leak points, evidence of repairs, etc.)
Examination of the floor below the tank for physical evidence of contamination
(odor, staining, sheen, etc.)

2.3 1-STORY and 3-STORY BUILDING REMOVAL
Asbestos containing materials including roofing, floor tiles etc. will be properly removed and
certified in accordance with NYC DOB requirements before any demolition begins.
The 1-story metal framed building and 3-story masonry building will be demolished and
removed in accordance with the approved NYC Department of Buildings demolition plans (see
Attachment A)
As specified in the plans, demolition will begin with the 1-story metal building and then proceed
to the 3-story building. The work will be completed using a bobcat for debris removal and truck
locating, a hydraulic excavator for structural removal and truck loading and a crane for steel
removal.
The DOB approved plans include specifications for structural stability inspections, fire
prevention, debris removal, rodent control and dust suppression.
Concrete demolition material generated on the Site from the building floors and other structures
will be segregated, sized and shipped to a concrete recycling facility. Concrete crushing or
processing on-Site is prohibited.
Metal beams, piping, industrial equipment and the cleaned AST will either be salvaged or taken
to a local scrap metal facility.
Bricks and other C&D material will be sent to a C&D landfill or other C&D processing facility.
A bill of lading system or equivalent will be used for the disposal of C&D, concrete, scrap metal
and related materials. Documentation for materials disposed of at recycling facilities (such as
metal, concrete, asphalt) and / or disposed of as non-regulated C&D, will include transport
tickets for each load stating the origin of the material, the destination of the material and the
quantity transported. Field oversight and CAMP monitoring will be performed during building
demolition. This information will be reported in the Final Engineering Report.
Note that no soil disturbance will be performed as part of the building demolition and that the
concrete slab and asphalt parking area cover will remain in place. Should any soil disturbance be
undertaken, the DEC Project Manager will be notified.
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The hours for operation for demolition activity will conform to the NYCDOB construction code
requirements or according to specific variances issued by that agency. DEC will be notified by
the Volunteer of any variances issued by the NYCDOB. Typical Work hours are 7 am to 6 pm,
Monday through Friday
2.4.2

Site Security

The lot currently has an 8 ft high chain link fence and gate along the parking lot facing Schenck
Avenue and Barbey Street. An 8 foot high plywood construction fence will be installed along the
Schenck and Barbey sidewalks in accordance with the NYCDOB demolition permit The north
side of the property is bordered by the landmarked building which has a sidewalk shed installed
along atlantic Avenue. The south of the property borders an adjacent building. The fences and
gates will be maintained during the demolition activity and properly secured at the end of the
day.
2.4.3

Emergency Contact Information

An emergency contact sheet with names and phone numbers is included in Table 1. The table
identifies specific project contacts for use by NYSDEC, NYSDOH or the public in the case of a
day or night emergency.
2.4.4

Health & Safety Plan (HASP)

The HASP takes into account the specific hazards inherent to the site and presents the minimum
requirements which are to be met by the excavation subcontractor, and other on-site personnel in
order to avoid and, if necessary, protect against health and/or safety hazards.
The demolition contractor use their own HASP and will be fully responsible for complying with
all OSHA safety regulations, NYSDOL laws and all NYCDOB requirements as specified in the
approved plans.
2.4.5

Community Air Monitoring Plan (CAMP)

The CAMP provides measures for protection for on-site workers and the downwind community
(i.e., off-site receptors including residences, businesses, and on-site workers not directly involved
in the remedial work) from potential airborne contaminant releases resulting from remedial
activities. CAMP monitoring will be performed during building demolition activities.
The action levels specified require increased monitoring, corrective actions to abate emissions,
and/or work shutdown. Additionally, the CAMP helps to confirm that the remedial work did not
spread contamination off-site through the air. The primary concerns for this site are vapors,
nuisance odors and dust particulates if soil disturbance activity takes place. Since no soil
6
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disturbance is planned under this IRM, a CAMP was prepared as a contigency in the event that
soil disturbance is neccesary and is provided in Attachment B.
No soil disturbance will be performed as part of the building demolition or during removal of the
AST, boilers and other machinery in the landmarked building cellar. However, should any soil
disturbance activity be necessary, the DEC Project Manager will be notified.
2.4.6

Utility Mark-outs, Easements and Permits

The Demolition Contractor and its sub-contractors are solely responsible for the identification of
utilities that might be affected by work under the demolition plan and implementation of all
required, appropriate, or necessary health and safety measures during performance of work under
this Plan. The Demolition Contractor and its sub-contractors are solely responsible for safe
execution of all invasive and other work performed under this Work Plan. The Demolition
Contractor and its sub-contractors must obtain any local, State or Federal permits or approvals
pertinent to such work that may be required to perform work under the Plan including but not
limited to NYC Department of Buildings work permits. Approval of this Plan by NYSDEC does
not constitute satisfaction of these requirements.The presence of utilities and easements on the
Site will be investigated by the Contractor and it must be determined that no risk or impediment
to the planned work under the Plan is posed by utilities or easements on the Site.
2.4.7

Equipment and Material Staging

Equipment and materials used for the demolition work will be staged on Site within the fenced
perimeter.
2.4.8

Dust Control Plan

A dust suppression plan that addresses dust management during building demolition work will
include, at a minimum, the items listed below:





Adequate wetting will be employed before and during the demolition of any section
or wall of the structure.
Debris shall be transported through dust-tight chutes or in buckets and shall not be
thrown or dropped from any floor. Debris in chutes or buckets will be adequately
wettedto prevent dust dispersion at the point of discharge.
Dust producing operations shall be wetted down to the amount necessary to control
the dust. A NYCDEP permit will be required if water from a hydrant will be used.
Dust and debris from the demolition opertions will be removed daily from the
adjacent streets, sidewalks and alleys. An inspection shall be madse daily on all
floors.

Refer to the NYCDOB approved demolition plan (Attachment A) for further details.
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SCHEDULE

The Work is anticipated to begin approximately 2 weeks following NYSDEC approval of the
Work Plan. The estimated duration of the demolition and debris removal is 6 to 8 weeks.
3.1
Notification
In accordance with the requirements of the BCP, a change in use form was filed with DEC’s Site
Control Unit on July 29, 2019.
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Daily reports will be submitted to NYSDEC and NYSDOH Project Managers by the end of each
day in which remedial activity takes place. Daily reports will include:





An update of progress made during the reporting day;
A summary of any and all complaints with relevant details (names, phone numbers);
A summary of CAMP finding, including excursions;
An explanation of notable Site conditions.

Daily reports are not intended to be the mode of communication for notification to the NYSDEC
of emergencies (accident, spill), requests for changes to the RAWP or other sensitive or time
critical information. However, such conditions must also be included in the daily reports.
Emergency conditions and changes to the RAWP will be addressed directly to NYSDEC Project
Manager via personal communication.
These reports will include a summary of air sampling results, odor and dust problems and
corrective actions, and all complaints received from the public.
4.1.1 Monthly Reports
Monthly reports will be submitted to NYSDEC and NYSDOH Project Managers within 10 days
following the end of the month of the reporting period and will include:





Activities relative to the Site during the previous reporting period and those anticipated
for the next reporting period, including a quantitative presentation of work performed
(i.e. tons of material exported and imported, etc.);
Description of approved activity modifications, including changes of work scope and/or
schedule;
Sampling results received following internal data review and validation, as applicable;
and,
An update of the remedial schedule including the percentage of project completion,
unresolved delays encountered or anticipated that may affect the future schedule, and
efforts made to mitigate such delays.
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TABLES

Table 1
Emergency Contact List

General Emergencies
NYC Police
NYC Police 71st Precinct
NYC Fire Department
NYC Fire Department Ganeral Number
NYC DOB Brooklyn Borough Office
NYCDOB Emergency Operations Center
Interfaith Medical Center
NYSDEC Spills Hotline
NYSDEC Project Manager
NYC Department of Health
National Response Center
Poison Control
EBC Project Manager
EBC BCP Program Manager
EBC Site Safety Officer
Remedial Engineer

Keith Butler
Charles Sosik
Tom Gallo
Ariel Czemerinski

911
911
(718) 735-0511
911
(718) 999-2000
(718) 802-3635
(212) 570-4300
(718) 613-4000
1-800-457-7362
(518) 402 - 9656
(212) 676-2400
1-800-424-8802
1-800-222-1222
(631) 504-6000
(631) 504-6000
(631) 504-6000
(516) 987-1662
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INTRODUCTION

This Community Air Monitoring Plan (CAMP) has been prepared as a contingency in the event that
any soil disturbance work is required for the building demolition activities to be performed under an
Interim Remedial Action Work Plan (IRMWP) at the Site. No soil disturbance activities are planned
or anticipated under the IRMWP. The CAMP provides measures for protection for the downwind
community (i.e., off-site receptors including residences, businesses, and on-site workers not directly
involved in the remedial activities) from potential airborne contaminant releases resulting from
remedial activities at the site.
Compliance with this CAMP is required during all activities associated with redevelopment that
have the potential to generate airborne particulate matter and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
These activities include soil excavation and tank removal. This CAMP has been prepared to ensure
that remedial activities do not adversely affect passersby, residents, or workers in the area
immediately surrounding the Site and to preclude or minimize airborne migration of site-related
contaminants to off-site areas.
1.1

Regulatory Requirements

This CAMP was established in accordance with the following requirements:


New York State Department of Health’s (NYSDOH) Generic Community Air Monitoring Plan
as presented in DER-10 Technical Guidance for Site Investigation and Remediation (NYSDEC
May 3, 2010). This guidance specifies that a community air-monitoring program shall be
implemented to protect the surrounding community and to confirm that the work does not spread
contamination off-site through the air;



New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) DER-10 Technical
Guidance for Site Investigation and Remediation: This guidance provides a basis for developing
and implementing a fugitive dust suppression and particulate monitoring program as an element
of a hazardous waste site’s health and safety program.

EBC

Environmental Business Consultants
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AIR MONITORING

Petroleum related VOCs / SVOCs, chlorinated VOCs and SVOCs and heavy metals are the
constituents of concern at the Site. The appropriate method to monitor air for these constituents
during remediation activities is through real-time VOC and air particulate (dust) monitoring.
The continuous monitoring locations for VOCs and particulates must reflect the nearest potentially
exposed individuals and the location of ventilation system intakes for nearby structures.
2.1
Meteorological Data
At a minimum, wind direction will be evaluated at the start of each workday, noon of each workday,
and the end of each workday. These readings will be utilized to position the monitoring equipment in
appropriate upwind and downwind locations.
2.2
Community Air Monitoring Requirements
To establish ambient air background concentrations, air will be monitored at several locations
around the site perimeter before activities begin. These points will be monitored continuously in
series during the site work. The perimeter monitoring points will be located to represent the nearest
potentially exposed individuals at the downwind location.
Fugitive respirable dust will be monitored using a MiniRam Model PDM-3 aerosol monitor (or
equivalent). Air will be monitored for VOCs with a portable miniRAE 3000 photoionization detector
(PID), or equivalent. All air monitoring data will be documented in a site log book by the designated
site safety officer. The site safety officer or delegate must ensure that air monitoring instruments are
calibrated and maintained in accordance with manufacturer's specifications. All instruments will be
zeroed daily and checked for accuracy. A daily log will be kept. If additional monitoring is required,
the protocols will be developed and appended to this plan.
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VOC MONITORING, RESPONSE LEVELS, AND ACTIONS

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) will be monitored at the downwind perimeter of the immediate
work area (i.e., the exclusion zone) on a continuous basis. Upwind concentrations will be measured
at the start of each workday and periodically thereafter to establish background conditions. The
monitoring work will be performed using equipment appropriate to measure the types of
contaminants known or suspected to be present.
The equipment will be calibrated at least daily for the contaminant(s) of concern or for an
appropriate surrogate. The equipment will be capable of calculating 15-minute running average
concentrations, which will be compared to the levels specified below.


If the ambient air concentration of total organic vapors at the downwind perimeter of the
work area or exclusion zone exceeds 5 parts per million (ppm) above background for the 15minute average, work activities must be temporarily halted and monitoring continued. If the
total organic vapor level readily decreases (per instantaneous readings) below 5 ppm over
background, work activities can resume with continued monitoring.



If total organic vapor levels at the downwind perimeter of the work area or exclusion zone
persist at levels in excess of 5 ppm over background but less than 25 ppm, work activities
must be halted, the source of vapors identified, corrective actions taken to abate emissions,
and monitoring continued. After these steps, work activities can resume provided that the
total organic vapor level 200 feet downwind of the exclusion zone or half the distance to the
nearest potential receptor or residential/commercial structure, whichever is less - but in no
case less than 20 feet, is below 5 ppm over background for the 15-minute average.



If the organic vapor level is above 25 ppm at the perimeter of the work area, activities must
be shutdown. All 15-minute readings must be recorded and be available for State (DEC and
DOH) personnel to review. Instantaneous readings, if any, used for decision purposes
should also be recorded.



If total VOC concentrations opposite the walls of occupied structures or next to the intake
vents exceed 1 ppm, monitoring should occur within the occupied structure(s) (if access is
granted by owner or occupants). Background readings in the occupied spaces must be taken
prior to the commencement of the planned work. Any unusual background readings should
be discussed with NYSDOH prior to the commencement of the work.

All readings will be recorded and made available for NYSDEC and NYSDOH personnel to review.
If an exceedance of the Action Limits occurs, an Action Limit Report, as shown in Appendix A, will
be completed.
3.1
Potential Corrective Measures and VOC Suppression Techniques
If the 15-minute integrated VOC level at the downwind location persists at a concentration that
exceeds the upwind level by more than 5 ppm but less than 25 ppm during remediation activities,
then vapor suppression techniques will be employed. The following techniques, or others, may be
employed to mitigate the generation and migration of fugitive organic vapors:
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limiting the excavation size;
limiting the drop-height when loading soil into trucks;
spraying chemical odorants onto the soil;
covering soil stockpiles with 6-mil plastic sheeting or tarps;
hauling waste materials in properly tarped containers; and/or
applying vapor suppressant foam.
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PARTICULATE MONITORING

Air monitoring for particulates (i.e., dust) will be performed continuously during excavation and
loading activities using both air monitoring equipment and visual observation at upwind and
downwind locations. Monitoring equipment capable of measuring particulate matter smaller than 10
microns (PM10) and capable of integrating (averaging) over periods of 15 minutes or less will be set
up at upwind (i.e., background) and downwind locations, at heights approximately four to five feet
above land surface (i.e., the breathing zone). Monitoring equipment will be MIE Data Ram monitors,
or equivalent. The audible alarm on the particulate monitoring device will be set at 90 micrograms
per cubic meter (μg/m3). This setting will allow proactive evaluation of worksite conditions prior to
reaching the action level of 100 μg/m3 above background. The monitors will be calibrated at least
once per day prior to work activities and recalibrated as needed thereafter. In addition, fugitive dust
migration will be visually assessed during all intrusive work activities.
The following summarizes particulate action levels and the appropriate responses:


If the downwind PM-10 particulate level is 100 μg/m3 greater than background (upwind
perimeter) for the 15-minute period, or if airborne dust is observed leaving the work area,
then dust suppression techniques must be employed. Work may continue with dust
suppression techniques provided that downwind PM-10 particulate levels do not exceed 150
μg/m3 above the upwind level and provided that no visible dust is migrating from the work
area.



If, after implementation of dust suppression techniques, downwind PM-10 particulate levels
are greater than 150 μg/m3 above the upwind level, work must be stopped and an evaluation
of activities initiated. Work can resume provided that dust suppression measures (as
described in Section 2.3.1 below) and other controls are successful in reducing the
downwind PM-10 particulate concentration to within 150 μg/m3 of the upwind level and in
preventing visible dust migration.



If the total particulate concentrations opposite the walls of occupied structures or next to
intake vents exceeds 150 µg/m3, work activities should be suspended until controls are
implemented and are successful in reducing the total particulate concentration to 150 µg/m3
or less at the monitoring point.

All readings will be recorded and be available for NYSDEC and NYSDOH personnel to review. If
an exceedance of the Action Limits occurs, an Action Limit Report as shown in Appendix A will be
completed.
4.1
Potential Particulate Suppression Techniques
If the integrated particulate level at the downwind location exceeds the upwind level by more than
100 μg/m3 at any time during remediation activities, then dust suppression techniques will be
employed. The following techniques, or others, may be employed to mitigate the generation and
migration of fugitive dusts:


limiting the excavation size;
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spraying water onto the excavation faces and equipment;
covering soil stockpiles with plastic sheeting or tarps;
Use of gravel paths / roadways;
hauling waste materials in properly tarped containers; and/or
limiting vehicle speeds onsite.

Work may continue with dust suppression techniques provided that downwind PM10 levels are not
more than 150 μg/m3 greater than the upwind levels.
There may also be situations where the dust is generated by remediation activities and migrates to
downwind locations, but is not detected by the monitoring equipment at or above the action level.
Therefore, if dust is observed leaving the working area, dust suppression techniques such as those
listed above will be employed.
If dust suppression techniques do not lower particulates to below 150 μg/m3, or visible dust persists,
work will be suspended until appropriate corrective measures are identified and implemented to
remedy the situation.
All air monitoring readings will be recorded in the field logbook and will be available for the
NYSDEC and NYSDOH personnel to review.
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5.1

Calibration

Community Air Monitoring Plan

Instrument calibration shall be documented on instrument calibration and maintenance sheets or in
the designated field logbook. All instruments shall be calibrated as required by the manufacturer.
Calibration checks may be used during the day to confirm instrument accuracy. Duplicate readings
may be taken to confirm individual instrument response.
5.2

Operations

All instruments shall be operated in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.
Manufacturers' literature, including an operations manual for each piece of monitoring equipment
will be maintained on-site by the SSO for reference.
5.3

Data Review

The SSO will interpret all monitoring data based the established criteria and his/her professional
judgment. The SSO shall review the data with the PM to evaluate the potential for worker exposure,
upgrades/downgrades in level of protection, comparison to direct reading instrumentation and
changes in the integrated monitoring strategy.
Monitoring and sampling data, along with all sample documentation will be periodically reviewed
by the PM.
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RECORDS AND REPORTING

All air readings must be recorded on daily air monitoring log sheets and made available for review
by personnel from NYSDEC and NYSDOH.
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APPENDIX A
ACTION LIMIT REPORT

CAMP
ACTION LIMIT REPORT

Project Location:
Date:

Time:

Name:
Contaminant:

PM-10:

VOC:

Wind Speed:

Wind Direction:

Temperature:

Barometric Pressure:

DOWNWIND DATA
Monitor ID #:

Location:

Level Reported:

Monitor ID#:

Location:

Level Reported:

UPWIND DATA
Monitor ID #:

Location:

Level Reported:

Monitor ID#:

Location:

Level Reported:

BACKGROUND CORRECTED LEVELS
Monitor ID #: Location:

ACTIONS TAKEN

Level Reported: Level Reported:

